[Multifactor analysis in prediction of outcome for ischemic stroke with combined cardiac symptomatology].
Basing on the results of multiple classifications of 70 clinical, paraclinical and anamnestic signs of ischemic stroke with combined cardiac symptomatology, the models predicting clinical outcome in acute period of the disease and an original scale of numerical score have been worked out. It is mathematically proved that the severity of ischemic stroke with combined cardiac symptomatology, scoring 75 and above, inevitably results in progression of fatal outcome. A group of unfavorable clinical predictors was singled out. The periods with high rate of fatal outcome within exacerbation of ischemic stroke and pathogenic types of stroke were studied. It is first-ever shown that a role of cardiac and neurological symptoms in predicting fatal outcome depends on ischemic stroke severity. A relation between the probable fatal outcome and dynamics of severity of stroke with combined cardiac symptomatology within the first 3 days of the disease was also revealed for the first time.